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enjoyable, but that they also

i~part

some understanding of

brokers I feelings toward theIf;selves, toward t!'leir responsibilities to their customers, and their sentiments toward
the market with which they work.
Brokers feelings regarding their duties and responsibilities to their customers.
A customer should expect his broker to keep current
on financial journals, to pay special following to
stocks in which tre customer has a timely interest,
to know w!'lere to find answers to questions involving
minor research, and to know when to advise a customer
on his own initiative as well as when to say that he
does not have the answer.
The Author
Some brokers totally agreed •••
"YOU have said it~"

"service

= Gross

commissions."

"A customer's interest should be paramount to commiSSions."

The above is the minimum a customer should have.
For 20 years I assumed all brokers would probably
fulfill this (The 20 years I spent in salaried
corporate life). I am personally appalled at the
number of brokers who are totally incompetent, lazy
or unethical--though I believe most (over 50~) of
the brokers are adequate.
A broker should also furnish up-to-date infor8ation
on any company in which the customer is interested,
and on the general economy of the united states.
"The broker must be able to admit his mistakes also."
Agree completely--there never seems enough time to
be completely informed. From my own viewpoint and
satisfaction, there 1s no end to the amount of work
that can be done for my clients.
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However, those brokers who qualified their agreement often
presented points which all brokers would have more

w~ole-

heartedly agreed with had the author presented them in his
definition above.

some of the qualifications follow •••

However, to qualify this, I must admit t~at in
some cases people do expect too much; but this
is true in any field.
All of the above is good and reasonable, with one
qualification. The customer1s tttimely interest ll
must be of substantial magnitude to justify a
broker giving it special attention •••
yes--if the account is large
the time and effort spent.

enou~

to justify

True--but wren business is poor it takes the
incent1 ve out.
Many brokers further

~ualified

tte content of a custo:ner's

"timely interest stocks tt •••
TOO many customers expect you to researc"' and follow
obscure situations or traek down rumors and are
constantly looking for the new polaroid or IBM
where they can buy 100 shares of a ~5 stock and make
a million in two years.

The broker should be very well informed on ten
stocks, two funds, and some bonds.
Reasonable--but more imoortant to know all about
companies he (the broker) puts his customers in.
Should the stock or stocks happen to be a pet or
favorite of the customer for some personal reason
and not researched or recommended by the salesman,
then the salesman has no obligation to keep infor!1:ed.
If I tried to be current on all the stocks my clients
have an interest in I would not be properly informed
on any of them •••
••• The customer must generally expect to be served
best when investing in securities which are followed
closely by the brokerage firm's research department
or related advisory service •••

Finally, some brokers voiced treir own opinions regarding
their duties and

~ow

they felt their responsibilities varied

with his particular customers •••
I am more inspired if the customer is active
or if I know him personally.
Nevertheless, several accounts might not want to know
every little detail which happens to their holdings.
If they are busy people, they should not be bothered
often.
The customer should not bother his broker for
information he can get himself out of the paper.
responsibility lies only with my own personal
recommendations.

~f..y

AS to keeping current on customers' stocks-physically impossible. If the broker is busy
there is no time; if he wants to make money he
must sell.
And how do some brokers view their peers in light of the
author's statement
••• Most of the brokers are just salesmen and they
either do not know how to give advice or they just
don't want to.
I look on a broker as an intelligent middleman,
not a mastermind. His value is more in application of existing knowledge on securities •••
rather than in delving into a stated situation.
This business has been changing rapidly. TWo years
ago about one-half of the brokers were like "Chinese
whores in a Fish ~farket.n This "Bear Market tt has
weeded out a lot of unethical brokers. Hopefully
if will be a better, more honest business as a
result of tIThe Great Bear r.~arket of 1969-70'"
Through comments such as those noted the author
sensed the tension that exists, especially in the current
market in which commissions are down, between bringing
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home a paycheck and working toward an idealistic goal of
"service to all."

It would appear that in the future,

just as has been the case in the past,

t~at

it will be a

combination of market factors, the broker's skill, and the
broker1s personal preference as to his modus operandi which
will determine his place in the spectrum.
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Brokers' feelings about today's securities market.

----

The stock market is a racket. Most people in it
are out to save their own skins. In any case, it
is no longer the place for little old ladies or
tte odd lotters who are at tr.e mercy of the funds,
the professional traders, and the institutions.
The Author
The above statement, as the reader might expect,
elicited a wide range of divergent views and market philosophies.

Responses ranged from "c:ompletely disagree" to

and from "It is a science" to

It

IIAgree~

It is an art!t Again the author

will present the more chromatic replies in a spectrum format.
Of the respondents who essentially agreed, some gave
reasons •••
I think the market is more of a game--a test of
character and intelligence--than a racket. A
racket infers that the market is fixed, that someone knows what's going on. At some times, in some
stocks, this may be true, but for the market as a
whole, over a period of time, NO ONE KNO''fS for sure
what's going on~ The mutual fund managers etc.
are, while better equipped, fellow contenders.
The trouble is trat i~ull Markets the ethical and
honorable brokers are outnumbered by "slobs ll who
take advantage of uninformed people. The securities
industry must now pay for the unprofessional ism of
the 1960's. The big losers will be the big gainers
of the 1960's--the mutual fund industry.
The fact that salesmen sell stock to widows and
orphans who do not belong in a risk situation
is a fault of the system.
Others who essentially agreed voiced possible solutions •••
If you've got a good broker he can take care of
you. If you try to outguess the market in the
short run you are asking for trouble. you don't
have the information. A good broker can develop
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a feel for a very few stocks (it takes months
and years); good brokers are hard to find.
It is up to the broker to protect the "old
ladies and odd lotters."
I think the odd lotter should be out of it and
buy mutual funds because he is at their mercy.
True:

Those mentioned should own mutual funds.

I hope the purge of the 70's will clean up
our profession.
Institutions and funds have been a distinctive
influence in todays market. They should be
limited in size and management interdirection.
All life is a racket; therefore one needs to
know the ground rules by which to play and he
will succeed. Old ladies can deal with me
because I can protect them from the bastards.
It (the market) is no more honest or dishonest
than any other business. There is a place for
everyone. However, it is so unsophisticated and
disorganized that a financial panic could ensue.
The Congress should set up an investigation to
prevent a 10s8 of confidence by the public of
the securities business as occurred in the 1930's.
Then there were those on the borderline, but who nevertheless
had some valuable things to say •••
Granted as far as volume is concerned percentage
wise it comes from a relatively few sources. BUt
the small investor is essential to the rr,arket.
Without the small investor there would be no
liquidity and liquidity is of utmost importance,
especially to the institutions. With a conscientious effort I think the small investor can fare
as well if not better than a lot of institutions.
Small investors can receive good management via
mutual funds, although the trader will probably
fare better. It is a matter of degree of profit.
Garbage except that many times funds buy or sell
at the same time and greatly affect a stock's price.
sut let's see how well these "professional" investors
do this season.
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Most small investors would probably do better
with a mutual fund unless he is interested in
the market and has the time to spend to follow
it.
Lastly follows the majority who in essence disagreed
\vith the author's statement.

Since a flat til disagree" was

the most prevalent response, the author believes the following
viewpoints to be held by many more brokers than those who
voiced

t~emselves

in detail.

False in general--may be true in particular cases.
completely disagree. There is an investment media
for everyone. There are games for those who want
them •
•.• all of the above groups are
complete and orderly market •

NE~ED

to make a

••• ~ost people are just too lazy or uninterested
to do their own thinking •••
• • . sounds like many a person wro bought garbage
in December, 1969 (usually on the advice of a
friend and against the advice of his broker)
and who now has a 70-90t loss.
As ••• the market can be all things to all people,
the prior comment can probably be attributed to
either a sore loser or a lazy person who refuses
to work at investing sensibly within any means
and Objectives.
The statement is essentially untrue. It represents a hyperbolically biased attitude with some
small basis of fact--namely, that the market is
not the place for the uninformed or financially
vulnerable to put their money.
The market is a good place for alert little old
ladies and odd lotters. powever, the crowd will
always have to be wrong, and the crowd just may
consist of funds, professional traders and institutions.
Then there were
the statement.

t~e

few that probed deeply at the heart of
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'Most people say they want to do well for themselves. ~any of these don't really seem to want
to make money; they want other "satisfactions".
For the person who wants to increase his capital
at a reasonable rate there is plenty of opportunity
if he is 1. Willing to look around for a broker
willing to serve in this way, and 2. ~illing to
follow the broker's initiative rather than his
own hunches. Little old ladies may want to hold
to "members of tte family", and odd lotters may
expect too much service for the co~~ission paid,
but both can be served.
This (the statement) is an improper assumption.
Although the ranks of the "institution" and "professional trader" are expanding, it is still quite
possible to invest properly and profitably for these
people (those mentioned in the statement). Powever
it is essential for the "customer" and the "customers
man" to be oompletely honest and forthright with each
other. It has been my experience over the years
that many investors keep secrets from their broker
(personal matters that ttey feel are none of his
business). This is a very bad attitude andtrequently
a very costly attitude. The more I know about my
client the better r can advise him.
The market has never been a place for the timid.
It is not noted as a charity institution, but it
is a source of support for chari ties. 1.iVhen people make money in the market, they normally credit
themselves; when they lose, it is always someone
else's fault. It is hard to say "I made a mistake"
and that explains why people can take big losses
easier than small ones. They refuse to admit they
made a mistake at the beginning.
Although little can be gained by attempting to categorize the respondents as to whether they agree or disagree with two statements, much can be profited from their
responses.

It should be apparent to tr.e reader, be he an

investor or a broker himself, th2t

althou~~

the mechanics

of dealing in the market may vary negligibly from firm to
firm, that the variance in the quality of service can be
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of much more monumental importance.

In fact, since the

degree of wisdom and success of individual brokers varies
at least as much as the market, and since one's broker
is likely to be a more lasting contact than any of one's
investments, it would seem to behoove the investor to
consider a thorough investigation of his broker of paramount importance to the establishment of an investrrent
prograrr..

The author has come to believe that if an investor

took the same time and care to search out the broker who
was "right for him" (possibly via the questionnaire and
interview method?) as it is expectea that he will spend
thumbing through l:is Barrons and Forbes and standard &
poor fly sheets, that he would undoubtedly be
with his investments.

ha:~pier
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tlls there anything you would like to add which
the author neglected to ask?" This last item on the questionnaire was quite fertile; the replies were of significant interest when the author structured his interview
questions.

some of

t~e

responses should no doubt also

interest the reader as they relate the problems brokers
themselves face daily, additional views of the industry,
its future, its management and its problems, as well as
some of the wit that relieves the tensions teeming the
brokers' daily agenda.

The author also suspected that

the topics mentioned under this caption probably bear
some special significance in that the question was not
at all "leading" and that

t~ese

topics were not specifi-

cally solicited.
The favorite among specific topics was firm managemente

The unanimity underlying the comments suggested to

the author that tris was indeed a significant problem into
which he would delve further during his interviews.
uanagement of the major brokerage firms appears
bumbling and lacking in foresi&~t probably because
too much emphasis in the selection process has been
placed on salesmanship and not on management skills.
I hope that you are aware of the sad state of
management capabilities in the brokerage business.
This one Single factor does more to hinder the
industry than anything else.
yes; top management, middle management and staff
of brokerage houses are unbelievably poor. Should
tris level of competency be that of any corporation
in the auto, food, electronic, etc. industries, that
corporation would pass into oblivion in one to three
years.
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The financial difficulties of brokerage firms
stem frOD 19th century management techniques.
one comment under this topic stood out since the author
could verify that the respondent could not have been an
employee of the firm cited.
yes. opinion of Management in Your Firm and Wall
street. Generally poor. ~;TUC:r of ',Vall street is
run by committees of men who are running major
businesses as if they were still family companies.
A committee of poor managers would seem the worst
of all possible worlds.
A major exception: M••••
The reader may, if interested, turn to the follow-up data
of firm management under the heading of Interviews:
try

Indus-

~roblems.

A second item of major interest were brokers' comments
about themselves and their work.
I wish I had gotten in tte business when I was in
my thirites. There is so little good competition.
rlost of the account executives I know are lazy and
illinformed. The field is wide open for good men
who know ~ow to work~
In bad markets many RR's are tempted to do things
which t~ey mi~~t not do under better conditions in
order to ma1-:e a buck. I am not one of them.
I think t~ere is too large of a trend toward hiring
new brokers that are too young and not giving them
adequate supervision.
v:y biggest job is psychologist; understanding what

the client wants or needs and steering him properly.
The thing that I find most aggravating about the
brokerage business is taking the blame for problems
which I have no control over such as stock transfers,
dividend claims, erroneous charges to customers'
accounts and .••
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general interest.

Again a spectrum of specious specimens

were found, the significance of which the author endeavored
to research further via his interviews.
The industry should pay a salary instead of
commissions so that there would be no conflict
of interests. That is in order for me to make
money my clients have to buy or sell to generate
commissions. sometimes they should do neither.
The basic questions facing the industry and the
salesman are:
1. conflict of interest (broker to customer)
2. TO what extent is tre broker responsible
for losses incurred
3. violation of certain anti-trust legislation
A very insecure business.
Brokers should be on salary.
~thical standards--nil.
A broker had better learn how to act in a "Bear
varket" on his own. NO house will tell you w~en
to get out. All they know is "buyll suggestions.
There is a lack of fringe benefits as found in
other industries.
short of incurring a law sui t the brokerage firm
wants as much turnover of money as possible. The
customer, on the other hand, wants a minimum of
turnover wi th maximum a£Jpreciation of capital.
Turnover costs money to customers.
Any
1.
2.
3.
(4.

sale of a stock must mean one of several things.
The stock was wrong in the first place.
The customer wishes to take profits.
The customer needs the money for sorneth ing else.
conditions may have changed. -- the author)

Turning to the future:
opinion of the future of the retail brokerage industry: The trend should be tow ds: 1. More mergers;
2. Decent pay until the broker can get off the ground;
3. If a broker cannot make it on commission within
three years he should be dropped; 4. Less pressure on
brokers to produce in the beginning; 5. Restrictions
on the number of new brokers entering tr:.e business.
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The worst thing about this profession as compared
to all others is that you are wrong so much more
often, and wrong when it hurts, and with your
customers' money whic~ often includes friends and
relatives.
It is my personal feeling that a securities salesman should have some first hand experience with
the workings of the back office. In this respect
I have two years experience, more than is necessary,
and find it invaluable at times.
NY greatest source of dissatisfaction is that my
firm doesn't promptly help solve clinets' problems
caused by firm procedures or errors.
The broker is the ombudsman to the bUSiness of
selling securities and is as such a part of the
industry. The number of brokers that fail to
see the role t~ey play is a fault of the system.
Then there were the classics,
The authro neglected to ask the number one question generally asked of all brokers--IIWhat stock
do you really like?"
When will the market go up--Mr. student.
pow about opening up an account ••• call collect,
Dye 305-563- .. ·.
Bull ~!arkets are great for everyone.
make fools of almost everyone.
The market is going down.
hold on to it.

Bear Markets

If you have any cash

and even classics in contrast.
I sincerely believe this is the greatest business
in America and th,t it is all-American.
Being a broker is the end, financially, spiritually
and morally.
These, however, were not the end of the selected comments.

A third area, the securities industry, its practices,

problems and future emerged as a third and final area of
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I believe the future of the brokerage business
rests on:
1. Emphasis on research identifying nearly
logical investment opportunities.
2. coordination of investment with other aspects
of financial management skills.
3. Concern with offering the client a "trade-offtl
of opportunities for risk/reward.
4. Broker emphasis on understanding of the above
and intelligent sales of this "merchandise'!
From the noted comments the reader can surmise that
brokers have their own set of workaday problems, aspirations
and anxieties not so much unlike those of other people.
~Vhile

the author suspects that tre aforesaid comments would

surprise few of the many brokers and managers the author
encountered during this study, they nevertheless comprise that
feeling of communication and empathy which is so important
in a profile and so lacking in studies of more statistical
precision.

V. INTERVIEWS

With the goal of delving further into some specific
areas of interest such as industry problem areas, suggestions
for solutions to problems as well as

ot~er

ideas toward

improving tre status quo, and tr:e future of the securities
industry as the broker views it, as well as gaining some
insight towards the brokers' tlworld-view" and self-image,
the author conducted a series of interviews with account
executives.

These were conducted on an availability basis

in the cities of Chicago, Indianapolis, 001umbus, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, New vork and

~oston.

In most, but not all, of the interviews the author
followed a procedure similar to the following:

In an office

of twenty or more brokers, and also in which the author felt
the office manager was interested enough in the project to
cooperate, the author would ask the office manager to direct
him to (usually) one individual whom the manager felt was
extremely knowledgeable (securities-wise), was either very
experienced, or if not, then quite successful financially
for the time he had been with the firm, or who was very
outspoken about any of the areas of interest ffientioned above.
The broker selected, when told of the criteria by
which he was chosen, invariably cooperated.

The author then
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proceeded to quickly describe his project, asked permission
to use a portable tape recorder, and outlined the expected
interview coverage while leaving the avenue open for other
lines of discussion should the broker so desire.

The

questions presented by the author usually ran as follows:
1. Today, what do you feel are the greatest
"problem Areas" facing the brokerage industry?
(Thinking in terms of the entire scope of
operations--back office, broker-client relations, training, underwriting, sales promotion
etc) •
2. Along the same line, but from a different
viewpoint, wr:at improveJ:ents do you feel would
most benefit the account executive, the
investor and the securities industry?

3. ''{!1at changes do you see the future holding
for yourself as an account executive and for
the structure of the securities market as we
know it today?
The approach was of course adapted to follow the course the
broker was taking in his answers.
Rather than try and interpret for the reader the
responses of the brokers, the author will attempt to coherently structure some of the replies under appropriate topiC
headings

ar~

let the reader judge for himself the signif-

icance of what was said.

Although it was necessary to

abridge many of the responses to avoid repetition the author
Sincerely tried to avoid any distortion of content.
chosen topic headings are as follows:

The
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Problem Areas: upper management
--- Branch management
Back office
pUblic confidence
Brokers themselves
The system itself
suggested Improvements:
upper management
Branch management
Back office
Brokers themselves
Brokers themselves
Institutions
Securities industry

The FUture:

Of course the interviews often shifted to otter areas of
specific mutual interest.

Some of the results of these

discussions are included under the following:
What
-

Makes A Successful Broker

-

Rules, Resulations, and

Fir~ ?ol~

Discrimination?
The author will include exrlanatory statements (ie. pertaining to NYSS rules) when they are deemed necessary.

PROBLEM AREAS

upper Management:
Management is no longer effectively carrying the
ball. Traditionally wall street has had marvelous
leadership. The finest executives have been creative, aggressive leaders in the American economy
and r feel now tr:::t over a period of years there
has been a deterioration. Tre government, the SEC
espeoially, is getting more and more involved in
our business ... and Wa12 street seems to me to be
knuckling under •.•
The fi&~t these days is what the commission schedule
is going to be. Wall street executives are seldom
heard only at Nixon's din:.er meeting has one heard
from Wall street people. i~hy they are not out in
front of this whole thing being Quoted nationally
instead of a bunc~ of united states senators is
beyond me. r just think t!-:ey !-<ave given up too
muoh leadership.
The above comment is interesting in light of the
reception given the author on the followinG day at a different branch office of the same firm.

The essence of

this discussion is necessarily paraphrased as the author
was unable to use his recorder.
No •• absolutely not ••. r cannot permit you to diStribute this questionnaire to any of our brokers.
This information could be traced •.• and our firm
is very strict in its policies •.. rnanagement does
not want anyone in our firm being quoted unless
it is thoroughly checked out beforehand. pell,
if our account executives think our research
department is lousy or that the market is a racket
we surely don't wany anyone else to know it ••.
The author had a very interesting chat with the above
branch manager which turned out to be quite educational
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and enjoyable for both of us.

The manager even offered

to present the questionnaire to some of his brokers although
he still did not like the idea and would have to check it
out with

~is

superiors in the firm.

Although this degree

of secrecy was an extreme exception at the branch level,
"Firm policy" of several houses was quite covert and
uncooperative and tended at times to greatly hinder the
author's study.
Returning to the interviews:
The brokerage business has traditionally been a
family run business or a business that has been
run by the salesmen; it has not been an efficient
way to manage things. The profit squeeze is not
a result so much of the market but of the backward
management. !{anagement is not knowledgeable nor
flexible enough to change wit~ the new demands of
the business. This has got to change ••.
The NYSE firms want to give full financial service
to their clients, yet are plagued with an archaic
financial structure when they go public •.• we must
move faster in testins thIS corporate structure .••
pouses are going to have to find new methods of
financing their own operations. I think basically
that the capital structures of most brokerage firms
are, being that as an industry we are so highly
leveraged in our ca9ital structures, creating the
tremendous problems that we are facing at this time.
we have firms not mal':ing any money looking for other
firms to merge with during times of low market
action ••• we just are undercapitalized as an industry.
one of the greatest problems facing tte industry
today is its ever increasing Break-sven point.
Branch Management:
You say the Branch Eanager. Big deal. You1ve
got a title and all the odd lot problems and all
the dividend problems and the bad executions and
everything else ...
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There are several different combinations of compensating branch managers but the job has changed
so much in the past five years that industry emphasis on strengthening the branch manager ••. in getting along with people, employment techni~ues,
women account executives and this type of thing ••.
is lacking. And I don't mean a week or two but
some really thorough training on being an effective
branch manager would help everyone.
Back Office:
we are trying to do a 1970 business in an 1370
system; it just doesn't work. In teros of getting
our executions at a proper time, the bookwork, the
actual handling and transfer of the certificates,
the customer balances, t'be paying out of checks,
all of t~ese areas are not up to snuff •••
The computer should be brought into more play •••
we need better quality help t'ban the ~1.60 an hour
back office people are making. Their quality is
our downfall. They just cannot l{eep up in any market.
I think the relationship of the client to the back
office is still the major problem .••
The big thing is wren you have problems in the
account, for example clerical errors, a wrong trade,
etc. and when these are put into the computer in
New York. Wrat happens is that once a problem
occurs it is not that easy to get the error out of
the computer... • •. In the mean time whatever 1s
going wrong in the account shows up on the customer's
records. The customer becomes disg~~ntled and scared
and sometimes it eliminates any further transactions.
I feel this is universal with all firms ••• some of
my customers that have accounts with other firms •••
office help during a bull market can make as much
as a salesman ••. But they are not really qualified
people. They don't understand many facets of the
industry, only their own particular job. If something comes up they do not understand it is very easy
to hide it ••. leave it in a pile •••
We have had recent problems transferring out stocks
due to recent panic. The customer says I·Send me my
stock." Delays ••• they keep saying they don't have
instructions •.• much convenient losing •.. more than
5010 in the last few months. The larger customers
are grequently doing this, collecting all their stocks
from all the brokers they deal with, and if you are
the slowest you are out in left field wren the bUSiness
does come in.
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The number one problem is tte back office which
is arcr.aic in operation in most instances and
primarily in regard to the transfer of certificates,
there is t~e big bottleneck •••
people don't expect that banks set aside their
$500 in t1:e vau 1 t in a fancy package wi th their
name on it. Educate the public to take the attitude
toward a NYSE firm passbook as trey do the banks.
(The author can see it coming ••• Insured: FBIC •. 7)
Fowever, this idea leads directly into the next topic,
that of pUblic Confidence:
The biggest problem is lack of confidence by the
investor and speculator who have been burned to
such a degree that it will take them quite a
while to orient themselves back into the market •••
Brokers Themselves:
It is a business problem to get anyone to become
any kind of a salesman in almost any kind of a
bus ine ss now •
••• Another problem of the industry is tre fact
that so many of the people here are second rate.
people that are in it when the money's good and
are out of it when it turns bad. A lack of dedication .••
••• Account executives are really not knowledgeable enough in the opinions they give and there
is too much to know that they don't know and they
are asked to give opinions on things that people
think they should know but they just don't. The
majority of the registered reps are not knowledgeable. This is a big problem •
••• the average rep ••• is not topical enough.
The system Itself:
I think the greatest problem is the absolute
stupidity of the wrole system because it is all
geared on one thing, to but stocks, and nothing
could be a greater tragedy. Why? Because when
do you sell? ••• None of the mutual funds nor
any of the firms ever tell you to sell. All we
get are recommendations to buy. NOW when do you
take your profits and get out. Now the r.:arket is
down to 700 and I honestly think today you should
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sell. we are down 10 or 12 points and I think
we are going to go down much lower. ~ut are
any of the reps calling up their customers and
saying "sell". 1\.TO, they are si tting there bleeding
to death. That is the great tragedy of this
business •.• eris firm's manasement would not agree
with me •••
The reader may also disagree with the above broker.
powever, the author agrees to the extent that he feels all
of the points discussed are problem areas which should be
conSidered, especially by those most closely connected with
the securities industry.

sadly enough, however, tbe author

was unable to devise a list of profound panaceas.

The bro-

kers tbemselves, thougr-, did have some ..•

SUGGESTED IMPROYElIlSNTS
upper "Fanagement:
Idealistically. .• • •• the American way is where tr--e
stockholders vote the management out of office and
you have a clean slate. The brokerage firms, with
the exception of a very few, are privately owned so
of course t~at is not possible ..•
'.vhat will and is ha.;:>pening is t1;at such traumas will
shake the business ttat a change in management will
have to take place, firms will ~erge, new ~eople will
come in .•. ~~ew management will come in to bail the
firms out of tbe horrible mess they are in .••
It would be great for management to become enlightened
but it just doesn't happen that way.
lranagernent should becoI:le more vocal, more active,
and correct breakdowns that exist in lines of
comrr:uni cation ...
Branch Hanagement:
For the industry to do the best job in the least
time, it should develop some sort of industrywide branch manager training program. Right now
it is a hell of a job. we still are one of the
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few industries where as important a man as a branch
manager is still on personal production in all too
many cases as well as trying to manage an office.
wearing two hats is a very difficult thing to do •..
All the firms have some sort of fancy training program for account executives. Fell, they take them
to New 'York for three months and give them a good
basic background in the ~siness. But except for
one or two houses I know of none that has a really
good branch manager training program.
Back Office:
••• some brokers have more proble~s than others. If
you are on top of your accounts you can get the
error corrected quite quickly. But when it compounds, you are short stock in the wrong account,
you start getting debited for dividends, and than
interest on these. Whether it is the broker's
fault or not, I feel when the broker sees such a
problem he should take the initiative in getting
it corrected as soon as possible. I think this
would straighten out a lot of office problems.
I think in the years when the volume was building up it was tough to get enough qualified
personnel, but now that the volume has dropped
they are trying to weed out those who are not
as capable in these back office areas. The
current expansion of use of the computer will
require a greater degree of competence in back
office help than has been required so far •••
There are SOffie programs on ~all street for back
office personnel. BUt what they do is take some
back office worker who has s~own some aptitude
for the business and interest in learning something about the business and they send him to
one of t~ese fifteen week courses run on a correspondence basis, which I don't think really
achieves too much having gone through a correspondence course in the brokerage business myself, and not really getting much out of it.
I really think if they had courses paid for and
sponsored by tre firm and compensated as far
as working hours are concerned, then you might
be able to get something accomplished •••
Maybe a better aptitude program is needed as
far as hiring in tne first place •..
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Many minority groups have been hired in recent
years on ~all street. The fact t~at it is good
for the minority does not mean that it should
be done at the expense of the business. Some of
these fellows working in the back office, you
hear them talking on elevators that "They are
out to get me tt on this...
I know of one case
where ••• a Spanish worker quit, he had kept
all his records in Spanish, and it took them
months to straig~ten out the mess •.• errors
were being compounded during this time •..
The author, during his visits to several firm headquarters
while in New York, did notice many individuals of minority
groups either working in back offices or who presumable
worked in the back offices.

However, account executives

who were from minority groups a::::peared to be an extreme
rarity in any of the offices visited.

For further data

on this pOint, please turn to Discrimination? page

9~.

Brokers Themselves:
The morale of today's broker is very low ••• SEC
and NYS~ rules need to be undated ••• such as the
one not allowing part time brokers .•• in 1967-8
brokers were just order takers. This thin out
will in the long run be healthy for the industrY ••• The current market requires more skill .•.
At this time the author will note Rule 346 from the NYSE
constitution and Rules, dated July, 1967.
Every registered representative of a member or
member organization shall devote his entire
time during business hours to t~e business
of the member or member organization employing
him, and shall not at any time be engaged in
any ot~er business or be employed by any other
corporation ••• without the prior consent of the
"B::xchange.

AS was noted earlier in this paper, this rule tends to preclude part-time jobs.

Although the author found that it is
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sometimes disregarded.

During times of poor business the

temptation would be especially great.

The author also

found that there seemed to be an extreme divergence of
opinion as to whether, that, just because a broker "should"
spend full time at his job to do it proficiently, enough
brokers did in fact exert such full time effort to justify
not allowing part-timers in the business.

This topic is

also discussed later under Rules, Regulations, and Firm
policy_
Returning to the Brokers Themselves:
The registered representative should apply part
of his time to community and industry efforts.
This is especially true if one looks at the contributions of the securities industry during the
last five years to their professional organizations •••
Operations managers groups on local levels ~ave met
with great success in facilitating local deliveries
and communications which helps smooth this paperwork. The most management has done is meet for
lunch to talk over ideas ...
continuing education is needed, both of the registered representative and of the public.
Rather than comment here on the improvement of the
account executive, tre author believes it would better
behoove the interest reader to turn to What

~akes

A

Successful Broker and read w""at the currently "successful"
brokers have to say about it.

THE FUTURE

Brokers Themselves:
Eventually there will be little need for individuals. There will be so much information that the
individual will realize tnat he cannot compete.
The individual cannot compete in this market. All
predictable things will in the future be known
and the only variables will be the freaks like
storms that send whe&t or oranges sky high.
Basically new technology such as a polaroid will
be profitable. But they are rare. I trink the
rest of the stuff will be so available to everybody that .•• institutions will handle most of the
business. I think everybody will be doing the
same thing.
Although a "yoney Game" world is plausible and
becoming more and more feasible every day, the author
does have his doubts as to the time required to effectively mold human nature.

However, if one gets burned

badly enough and often enough ••• ?
The business has to be healthy for it to be
healthy for the broker. I think after the
institutionalization the accoun$ executive will
be no better or worse paid than any other profession. The current sliding scale commission
structure will be gradually eliminated •••
A program Similar to that of ~.'~L where you are
paid a basic salary which slides up or down depending on the business you do over a three month
period •..
Institutions:
There will be a consolidation of mutual funds
and brokerage firms ••.
The handwriting is on the wall.

or
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is it?

I believe that the mutual funds are finished.
people are tired of paying a 9% loading charge
to lose 30;t; they would rather do it themselves.
I believe ~hat in the future there will be more
individuals involved and more buying on fundamentals. I believe we will have another speculative binge in the late seventies with different
people involved who have never been through a
break •••
securities Industry:
we as an industry should criticize ourselves very
strongly at this point because we are not using
good old American salesmansrip to sell American
industry; and I think that is what has to come
about.
The stock certificates are the crux of many of
our problems .. I've heard talk that we will
eventually have a screen on our desks where we
can punch a number into it and the customer's
account, balance, and contents will appear.
This could help the broker a lot. It is probably just economics that is holding it back
right now •••
The future of the brokerage industry appears
to me no more or less exciting tran that of the
rest of the economy. It depends on the economy.
It will be the job of tre broker to smell trends .•.
The insurance companies are selling free enterprize to people we are not geared to sell it to.
perhaps later on t~ey (the people) can become
our clients as well as stay with Sears or Nationwide •••
we are going trrough a trauma in financing because
we have been asleep at the switch. Since 1958
we have not increased our rate structure yet we
have increased our service many fold. ";e have
been working with government agencies on the basis
of "Keep your prices down; you are serving the
mass public." And all tre time we are not serving
the mass public •.•
The sears, the ,!,Ta t ionwides, t:re Pla::ned Squi ties
type of things are going to serve the mass public
where trey can do it through a corporation ••• where
for $5 a week they can give the public a package
of so many stocks, bonds and insurance. There is
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where people will learn about the capital and
free enterprize we are professing •••
I think these programs will very much complement
the brokerage industry and that the brokerage
industry should encourage activity in these
areas •.•
Most of the people will never come into individual
securities. They will stay with the mutual funds
where they start. This is all good, because we
don't have t~e facilities to serve these people
eoonomically. This is the complement I think we
will see taking hold over the next three to five
years •.•
A year and a half ago I would have told you:
This is one of the most exciting businesses
that one can be in. There is tremendous growth
and prosperity ahead for the account executive.
Today I say: God only knows~
Truth takes many forms.

The author will in this case

leave the reader to search for his own.

WHAT MAKES A SUCCESSFUL BROKER

often, while talking with an account executive who
appeared to be, and was recommended as being, quite a
"successful" broker, the author could not resist asking
the individual what he thought was required of one who
wished to emulate his success.

As the reader might expect,

the road to success is not a one-lane street even if all
the lanes do appear to be marked for

t~e

same destination.

In my opinion there are three different brokers.
There is one, the co~modity man who trades the
futures only, which to me is a world of its own
which requires knowledgeability of the whole
economy as well as selected reading in certain
areas which must be done. This is one very
speculative area.
Another is the type who has clients who are
trading stock daily and that understandably ties
you down. you may talk to them four or five
times a day about what is going on in hot stock.
The third type, that of which I belong, would be
an investment type broker in t~at I don't have
anybody trading stocks. ~ost people are on a sixmonths capital gain arrangement. This does not mean
that I don't have one or two speculations which
I am knowledgeable about, but basically I work
towards the areas of investment.
And then also, of course, is the obvious truth
that no one is good enough to be consistently
coming up witt good ideas so that it is very
difficult to develop any loyalty in trading
accounts. Most of tr:ese guys will stay with
you for a wrile and once you hit a bad market
they are over to another house so that you are
forever developing new people. In some markets
you do very well. in others you have practically
no income at all.
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In the investment area you develop loyalty in
the clients; it is a slower way of becoming successful, but I think it is more rewarding. And
in this recent market I can give you a testimonial
that my business has been much better t~an most
of the fellows who have trad ing clients.
Today it is usually the biggest accounts that
make the broker successful among his peers. I
gGt more milage out of my small accounts than
most people do because I am informed and I work
hard •••
I have never seen a successful trading account
in the lot~g run. You cannot trade small accounts.
one loss in a $5,000 account of $500 is 10% and
right away it hurts. TWo or three back to back
and you are out. Basically the secret is to get
a lot of bUSiness from a lot of people unless
you are lucky enough to have relatives to support
you which most people are not. (Lucky? In recent
markets the author wonders.)
Its a tough question because I don't think you'll
find any two guys that sell alike. Our product
is not unique, many direct competitors offer the
exact same service as far as General Motors stock
or municipal bonds or whatever, so there is nothing
unique about it. So you develop your own method
of service •.• no one pattern •.• which you can say
is a successful one ••• There are a lot of 7UyS in
this bUSiness that read too much during tte day
when the market is open instead of selling. They
are sitting around reading the Wall street Journal
and the DOW ,Jones News services ••• i t is often the
best informed brokers that are starving iqthe town.
The secret of success is for the broker to develop
some kind of pattern, telephone calls and whatever,
and stick with it. Intelligence helps; mailing
literature helps; many things help. Getting along
with clients is the answer •••
The only way for an account executive to succeed
is hard work. The easy money makers of last
year are either out of the business ..• or they
overspent so much they are traumatized. The
fellows who will survive are those who worked hard.
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For success a broker needs to deal in more than
stocks. I used to deal 90~ in stocks and have
since changed to 90~ commodities. In commodities
the potential profits parallel the high risks
involved. In the high flying stocks the risk is
still there but the potential profit is not.
Those who want to take risks should be in commodities.
It depends on the individual. If he really puts
himself into it he cannot help but be successful.
There are so many ways to do it ...

RULSS, REGULATIONS, AND POLICIES

During the course of interviewing, the author had
ample opportunity to ask some brokers their feelings on
the new surtax, the NYSE "full-time job" rule, the methods
of compensation used by the various houses, and their
feelings toward their flrm's research department..

The

author's interest ln the latter toplc was hleghtened by
the number of "About Average" and "often full of hot alr"
responses discussed in Chapter IV of this paper.
It is hoped that the reader will find these miscallaneous topics of some interest as did the author.
The Surtax:
I think it is very difficult for any AE in any
branch office to really talk intelligently about
this because this ls, in my opinion, strictly an
economic question. The industry must survive •••
The major exchanges have pretty much followed the
special interest pattern ••• in that the NYSE tries
to regulate all their decisions according to what
ls best for t~e pocketbooks of the brokerage firms
instead of what is best for the long pull or the
public. AS a result there are many mlnor decisions
which are made which are narrow in scope. For
example, our lobby in Washington is strlckly to
get our commission rates jumped up for the small
customer. While alleviating the profit squeeze
for the firms it alienated the small customer
which has grave long-term impact •..
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RUles and Regulations:
A broker should be a full-time job. TO do your best
you must be totally committed. You need your evenings to prospect, to do your homework and to know
your product ••• I feel I need more time than the
normal day to look over my accounts and intelligently
suggest updates, changes, etc •••
Regulations are based on keeping things on political
keel •••
Compensation policl:
Brokers in some houses get 35 to 40 percent (of
the gross commissions that the customer pays
when he buys or sells stock, bonds, etc) but
that is very rare .••
It varies somewhat with the firm In our firm
at a branch office they pay one third while in
the New york office it is 40~. on institutional
sales they pay 25% while at ••• around the corner
they may pay only 20% on institutional sales ••.
At a small house, maybe 40% .••
Some of the firms tell you they are paying salaries.
It is a lot of phoney baloney because at the end
of the year they turn around and adjust the salary
by the amount Qf commisSions the guy has created.
This 1s basically a corr~ission business so you
develop fellows with a pretty independent approach
to the business •••
..• a new customer phoning in for the first time ••.
T~e call goes to the office manager or his secretary who has instructions to give it to one of the
younger brokers.

Research Departments:
•.. after all, trey are specialists. They spend
all their time following an industry in most cases.
They attend almost daily luncheons of the Financial
Analysts society in New york, ahicago •.• and wher~
ever and will come at you with good ideas. This
is a business of ideas. They come at you every
day.
pell, if you are selling Frigidaire refrigerators,
you learn the product line once and you've got it
down for the whole season. But the stock market
changes every day •••
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I think that an intelligent broker will
frequently disagree with his own research department. I think when you're new in the business •..
I certainly recommend going along pretty much
100% with what the research depart;nent is saying
to you. But as you become more advanced ••• I
don't heSitate at all to turn down an idea.
Because, after all, to justify your work as a
broker to a degree you must believe in what you
are selling. It is ridiculous to try to talk
a client into buying something that you really don't
believe in yourself •••
So •.• time is tre number one problem. The utilization
of time is t~e secret to success in any business
and if some guy in the researc~ department has
done a thorough review of some industry I think
you are foolish not to read it thoroughly •••

NOW

During the last year nobody's research department
tas been worth a damn •.. so ttey have been wrong •••
whose fault is it?

DISCRDUNATION?

In this respect the author's project is definitely
biased.
fe~a1e

solely because the author noticed so very few
account executives and even fewer Negro account

executives he asked to interview, or at least hand a
questionnaire to, as rrany of t:!'-'ese individuals as possible.
In general the author found that if there was any discrimination, the t i t wou 10. probably stem from sorr.e other source
such as age or knowledge than from race or sex.

The

essence of his interviews took the following tone:
Females:
I find very little prejudice. Age is more of
a hinderance than being a -.'loman. I do not
recommend the brokerage business for women because
it is such a high pressure business. I think
it takes an exceptional woman for that •••
From the female brokers witt whom the author talked, the
author would be inclined to say thc.t most all ferr.ale
brokers are likely to be exceptional women.
The author also wondered about reverse discrimination
and hence usually asked, "DO you ever draw female clientele
solely because you are a woman?"
interviewed

thou~~t

While most of tte ladies

there would be enough of this to offset

any existing male discrirr.ination, they usually said something lixe:
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NO; especially not with substantial accounts.
It comes down to th~t they really don't care what
your sex is, just so you make trem money and
you know what you are talking about.
IS Age

~

Barrier:

I definitely think that it is a benefit to be
older •.• to have experience in business so you
have a common ground with tte people t~at you
deal with. '!'ou can ~nake it as a younger person
but I do think it is harder.
Racial Discrimination?
Being a Negrc is definitely not a help, but the
degree of discrimination I have met has been
negligible •.•
The primary reason why a person wants to deal
with any account executive is the amount of
money he can make witt that broker. I have
met a bit of discrimination from people who
I have dealt with that made money and yet
persons who have not made any money have shown
me very courteous rapport ..•
I wouldn't say that it is beneficial to be a
black person in the business. The negative aspect
of it is the amount of capital that black people
have and the society which causes my potential
in dealing with the black people to be limited.
That would be my primary hinderance to success
in the business if I were tc devote all my effort
to serving the black clientele •..
.. . and if you don't know your customer you might
as well forget the business •.•
And as the reader is probably aware, there have been
many customers as well as customers' men who have quit the
securities business during the last year.

It is quite pos-

sible tnB.t if many brokers gave a bi t more conscientious
effort to knowing and serving their customers and if many
cu stomers had 5i ven equally more conscientiou s thought to
knowing and chOOSing their broker that the

"~reat

Bear
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•
~.~arket

of 1969-70" might not have been so catastrophic.

"Better is one fore-thoug.l-J.t than two after"
Erasmus

•

VI

A PROFIt'S OF A STOCKRROKER
TP~ STOC~BROKE~

is married, thirty three years old,

and has two children.

AS a boy he helped in his father's

business before attending a state university where he majored
in business.

uowever, he has since then taken a specialized

course in finance before he sat for the

~rys~

brokerage exam.

After graduation from college he married and took a
position as an industrial salesman.
college herself,

tau~t

uis wife, who went to

school before the children were born.

Since then his family has acquired a $40,000 home, built in
1947, in which they now have a

60~

equity.

Pis family also

owns two cars, one which they purchased new and on credit
and a used one for which they paid cash.
uis favorite hobbies are reading and sports.

pe plays

golf regularly, tennis whenever he can, and enjoys watching
football anytime.
1\~ost

the

~all

of his reading is of financial journals su ch as

street Journal, Business Week,

~arrons,

and Forbes,

all of which he reads regularly along with a few other technical journals and lay magazines.
The Godfather and The
this past year.

~roneL

Fowever, he has also read

Game and about eight other books
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Three or four years ago te became interested enough
to make the switch to the brokerage business.

~is

prime

reason for cbanglng occupations was his interest in the
market B.nd the enjoyment te felt he would derive from working
with it.

NOW, in a good-sized city, he commutes five days

a week to the board room where he spends fifty hours a week
with almost twenty otter brokers like himself.
The greatest satisfaction he derives from his work
is tte personal fulfillment wt-ich comes from successfully
serving a client.

~owever,

he is anDoyed by the unpredicta-

bility of his income and he finds that the emotional tensions
can become uncomfortably great at times.
Most of bis customers deal in small round lots.

Of

his customers, about twenty call him up at least twice a week

to talk over the latest in down markets and hot stocks.
deals mainly in stocks and be seldom trades fer his own account
al thou gh tis $15,000 in 1iqu id as Eets would allow him to trade
if he so desired.

Since he tas confidence in the advice he

gives to his customers he will probably become Tore active
in the market himself when conditions improve and re starts
to get his

cl~entele

could be ttat
ue made
~13,OOO

~e

back in (or out as tee case may be).

It

too is presently "locked in".

~16,ooo

last year but expects to make only

this year due to the extremely poor market conditions.
~e

sees himself as a moderate Republican, attends a

?rotestant church,

belo~gs

to the Jaycees and the local Bond

Club, and would not change occupations even if given the cha."YJ.ce.
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APPENDIX

SOME MTA ABOUT YOU

A~ID

1.

Your year of birth:

2.

Are you:
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YOlJ"R FAMTI,Y •••

Male

Female

Single

Divorced

Widowed

Married

3. How many children do you have?

4.

Are any of your children attending a private school?
Are any of your children attending a private college?

Yes
Yes

No
No

Is your wife a college graduate?
Does your wife work outside your home?
If' yes, what is her occupation?

Yes
Yes

No
No

5. A. Please cheCk the hishest level you attained in school.
grade school
attended high school
graduated high school
attended college
graduated college
post graduate

B. If you went to college, was it
an Ivy League school
a private non Ivy League school
a state university or college
a city university or college
a business college

c.

If you graduated from college, in what field of concentration
was

your undergraduate degree?

D. Your aC4demic honors, if any:
E. Have you ever attended night school?
If yes, what degrees did you obtain as a direct
result of night school classes?

Yes

No

F. Have you ever taken correspondence courses?
If yes, what degrees did you obtain as a direct
result of these courses?

Yes

No

Yes

No

G.

Are you a CFA?

H. Did you participate in a NYSE brokerage firm training program?

If yes, what was the length of the
program?

Yes

No

Page
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I. Please list any licenses you now hold. (eg. Insurance)

6. Did you contribute to the cost of your college
education by outside work?
If yes, how much?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

A minor portion
About half
More than half

Did you hold any scholarships?

7. A. If you could start your formal schooling over again,
would you still choose the same field of study?
B. If'

"NO",

what field would you choose?

Please briefly say why:

8. A. Where did you grow up?
In a metropolitan center of its suburbs

In a city of 100,000 to 500,000
50,000 to 100,000
In a small town or r'lll~al area

In a city of

B. In what states did you spend the first twelve years of
your life?
ABOUT YOUR LIFE TODAY •••

1. A. In what type of dwelling do you live?
a condominium
an apartment
a single family house
other
B. Besides your main residence, do you have
a. city ...partment in which you reside during the l'Teek
:::: a recreational cottage

2. A. If you own your own home, what do you estimate its market
value to be today?
$___~_.,.-B. v1hat do you estimate your equity to be in this property? $
C. About what year WaS your house built?

-----
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D. How many cars do you and your immediate family own?

Please list:

Make now o'tlmed

Year

Bought
New

Do you also own:

3.

a power boat?
an airplane?
a motorcycle?

Do you belong to a country club?

Instalment
Yes
No

~ed

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes

No

4. What are your hobbies?
5. What sports

do you regularq enjoy?

As a spectator
As a participant _____________________________________________

6. Please list the magazines and journals of all kinds which you
read

re~rl~.

7. About how many books unrelated to the market have you read in the
past year?
If you can recall any titles, please list a few:

8. About how many books related to the market have you read in the
past year?
If you can recall any titles, please list a few:

9. Is there a difference between the reading you do at the office
and the reading you do at home?
Yes

It is completely different material

No

My home reading is usua.lly directly or

indirectly related to my work.

Paee
ABOUT YOUR HORle •••

1.

vlhere do you work (3 parts)?
I work:

A.

In the same town where I was brought up
In the same state where I was brought up
11ithin 100 miles of where I grew up
None of the above apply

B.

In the

c.

In a metropolitan center or its suburbs
In a city of 100,000 to 500,000

East
South
Midwest

Southwest
Hest Coast
Central-MOuntain

In a city of 50,000 to 100,000
In a small town or rural area

______________________________e

2.

The firm I work for is

3.

Do you have relatives who are your superiors in the firm?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

4. Do you have relatives working in market related occupations
in other brokerage firms, bank trust departments, etc.?

5. How long have you been working for your present employer?

6. Have you worked for brokerage houses other than that of
yot~

present employer?

Have you worked in other occupations during your
business career?
If yes, what were the other occupations?

7. Ivhich of the following considerations were most important
to you in making an occupational move or change of employer.
(Please check all that are applicable.)
I was blocked in my old job and saw an opportunity to
move ahead faster in the brokerage business.
I moved because I got more money immediately as well
as a more promising future.

My old situation was pretty un tolerable and I wanted
a change.

I felt I had a couple of strll~es against me on my
record in my old job and I wanted a fresh start.
I was intrigued by the market and felt I would enjoy
working with it.

4
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8. vlhat is your greatest single seurce of job satisfaction?
The sense of accomplishment I get from it
The fact that it (normally) pays well
The belief that if I perform well, I have a
future in the business
The sense of fulfillment which accompanies ,a
successful trade for myself or a client
I enjoy aeing where the action is
The security of the profession and my employee
retirement program

9. MY

greatest source of dissatisfaction is that:
I don I t make enough money to buy my family the

things we need and want
income is too unpredictable
The firm restricts my actiens in too many ways
The emotional tensions often become unpleasant

My

10.

Do you feel your firm pushes you too heav~ to
meet sales ~uotas on particular stocks?

Yes

No

li.

In your opinion, do promotions in yeur firm
usually go to the men who really merit them?

Yes

No

Yes

No

12.

How many hours a week do you work, including time
spent at the office and away.

13.

"My wife thinks I spend toe much time working."

14. Which of the fellowing do you feel applies to you?
My wife has been very important in my career.
My wife has been he~pful, but not very important.

My wife's role has been negligible.
She has hin~ered my progress.
None of these apply.

15. 1'1hich of the follewing firm fringe benefit programs do you enjoy?
prcfi t sharing plan
Group life insurance
Health insurance
Retirement plan

A

16.

17.

Investment counseling
Other, please specify

If you participate in a stock option or profit sharing
plan, do you expect it will mean a substantial amount
of meney te you some day?
Do you feel your research department is:
Extremely competent
Generally competent
About average, as NYSE firms go
Often full of hot air

Yes

No

Page
18.

How many account executives work in your office?

19.

How many active accounts do you handle? (Two or more contacts per week)

20.

How would you describe your custemers?

___%
___%
---Ufo%

Odd lotters
Institutional
Small round lots
Uealthy individuals
effice traders
21.
22.

Do you feel that most of your custemers could fare better if
they listened to your advice instead of playing their cwn hunches?

Yes

During 1969, approximately what were your gross commissions? $._____
"That do you estimate your gross commissions figure will be for the first
half of 1970? $._ _ __

23. How would you break down your gross ccmmissions?
Stocks
Bonds
Commodities
Other

_ _%
_ _"10

___%
_ _%
lOC

24.

%

Do you supplement yuur income trading for your cwn account?

Regularly
Irregularly
Seldom
Never

25. vlhat is the arprcximate value of your farn1.ly's liquid assets? $____
(Cash, savings, stocks and bonds)
ABJUT YO'U'R PARENTS •••

1.

\·las your father a:
laborer
seffii-skilled worker
clerk
salesffian
manager
farm owner

2.

6

top level executive
owner of a small business
prcfessional person
account executive
other

vlas your father a college graduate?

If yes, did he get an advanced degree?

Yes
Yes

No
No

No

."
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3. vIas your mother a college graduate?
If yes, did she get an advanced degree?

4. Are both your parents still a.J.ive?

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No

If your father has passed away, how old were you when he died?

5. How many times did your family move during your childhood?
Not at all
Less than five times
Five to ten times
More than ten times

6. How many children did your parents have?
PtLITICS and MEMBERSHU>S •••
registered republican
registered democrat
unregistered
registered other:

1.

Are you a

2.

vlouJ.d you consider yourself

liberal
moderate
conservative

3 • i'Tha t is your religious affiliation?

4. Please list the civic organizations (eg. service clubs) to
which you belong.

5. To what fraternal organizations do you belong?

6. To what professional organizations do you belong?

Dr CeNCLUSION •••

1.

Does the Itquestionlt of the proper ethical conduct of an account
executive arise in your work very often?
Frequently
Once in a. while
Almost never

.
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2.

If you could now change occupations, what occupation would you
choose?

3.

"A customer should expect his broker to keep current on financial journals,
to pay special following to stocks in which the customer has a timely
interest, to know where to find answers to questions involving minor
research, and to know when to advise a customer on his own initiative
as well as when to say that he does not have the answer."
Please comment below if you feel inspired to do so.

4. "The stock market is a racket. Most people in it are out to save their
own skins. In any case, it is no longer the place for little old ladies
or the odd lotters who are at the mercy of the funds, the professional
traders, and the institutions."
Please comment:

5.

Is there anything you would like to add which the author neglected to ask?

AGAIN:

THANK YOU.

Please mail this completed questionnaire immediately.
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